PRELIMINARIES
Let (E, 1 . I) be a real Banach space, and let U = {x E E: 1 x 1 = 1) be its unit sphere. The norm of E is said to be GIteaux differentiable (and E is said to be smooth) if $y (I x + tY I -I x o/t (1.1)
exists for each x and y in U. It is said to be Frechet differentiable if for each x in U, this limit is attained uniformly for y in U. The norm is said to be uniformly Gateaux differentiable if for each y in U, the limit (1.1) is approached uniformly as x varies over U. Finally, it is said to be uniformly FrCchet differentiable
(and E is said to be uniformly smooth) if the limit is attained uniformly for x, y in U x U, A discussion of these and related concepts may be found in [3, 9, 12, 20, 371. We prepare now two lemmas which will be used in Section 2 (cf.
[I]). Proof. For z in D and 0 < t < 1, we have
Let E > 0 be given. Since the norm of E is uniformly Giteaux differentiable, the duality map is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of E from the strong topology of E to the weak star topology of E*. Therefore, Vi(x)' 1 a.e. in G?) is also a noncxpansi\-c retract of P(Q), p > 2. More examples can be found in the references WC 1~1~~~ Jreadv mentioned. exists for each x E C unz$ormly on compact t intervals, then
exists for each x E D and A > 0.
Proof. We first note that (I + (h/t)(I -F(t)))-lx does exist for all x E D and positive A and t. To see this, define T: D ---, D by Ty = (t/(h + t))x + (h/(h + t))F(t)y, y E D. T has a unique fixed point y,,t = (I + (A/t)(I -F(t)))-lx.
For a fixed A, yA,t will be denoted by yt .
We also observe that we may assume that D is separable. To see this, define K,, = {x}, K,+r = co(Kn u (F(t)y: y E K,, and t > 0}), and K = cl(U{&: 71 > 0)). KC D is closed, convex, separable, and invariant under T. Therefore, { yt} C K and we may replace D with K and C with K n C.
Next we show, by induction on k, that for each fixed x E C and k 3 I, F(t)kx is continuous in t. Suppose this is true for k. To prove continuity for k + 1, note that
For T > 0 we define a( T, x) = sup{1 F(t)"x -x I: 0 < kt < T).
We claim that limr,,, a( T, x) = 0 for x E C. If not, there is a positive E and sequences {k,), {t%} such that k,t, --f 0 and I F(t,J+x -x I > 6. Clearly t, -+ 0. If {k,} remains bounded, then we immediately reach a contradiction. Therefore, we may assume that k, -+ co. But then I FWknx -x I < I F(GJk)Rn x -S(k,t,)x 1 + I S(k,t,)x -x I < E for n large enough, by (2.1) and the continuity of S in t.
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Our next step is to prove that {yJ remains bounded as t ---f 0-+. Since F(t) y, =y (I + t/A) yt -(t/A)x, we have for k > 0, I yt -F(t)"x j 2 I F(t)y, -F(t)k+lx 1
Fix a positive T, define an integer n 7~ n, and tit by T ~~ nt ~--a, , 0 .c; mt =L t, and let P: D + C b e a nonexpansive retraction.
For 0 5: k -.. n -I we have I iqtyx -.r 1 c; : To see this note that since 1 f(zr) -.f(z,)i < 1 zr -z2 1, f is continuous. It is also convex andf(z) -so as j .a 1 + co. Therefore, f attains its minimum at u E D. We also have yt -Pyt = F(t) yt -Py, -(t/A)(yt --x), and / F(t) yt -Py, ( < I ,F(t) yt -y, / = (t/h) ; yt -x 1. Thus I yt --Pyt 1 < (2t/h) IYt -.3^ --+t+O+ 0. Consequently, I yl,, -Pu j : ytnj -Py,,, ~ .-yt," -u ', and .f(Pu) < f(u).
Let w belong to C. For 0 < R < n -1 we have I yt -F(t)"w 12 3 j F(t)yt -F(t)k+lw 12 2 = yt -F(t)"+lw + ; (yt -x)
We will now show that if t,, -+ 0, then there is a subsequence of {yt,} that is strongly convergent.
By Lemma I .I there is a subsequence of {yt,}, which we denote by {y,,}, such that f(z) = lim,,, 1 ylll -z ) exists for all z E D. Letf attain its minimum over D at u E C. We again let T be positive and define n, by T = nmtm + a,,, , where n,, is an integer and 0 < OL,, < t, . Now we note that for w E C,
Thus, given E > 0,
Applying the above to w = u and using (2.5), we obtain for small enough T, C'OROLLARY 2.2. Let E be a reflexive Banach space with a uniformly Gdteaus diSferentiable norm, and C a closed convex subset of E. Let F(t): C +. C, 0 < t <:I 4~. , be a continuous family of nonexpansive mappings with F(0) = I. Then the following arc equivalent.
$5 F(tjn)nx := S(t)x (2.6) exists .for each x E C uniformly on compact t intervals;
exists for each x E C and h > 0. , 169-l 781 is in some sense necessary. Note also that by the proof of Theorem 2.1, the limit in (2.2) does not really depend on F, but only on S. This fact will be used in the sequel.
GENERATORS OF SEMIGROUPS
Recall that the strong (negative) generator A, of a semigroup 5' is defined by A,x = lim,,,+(x -S( ) )/ . I k t x t t IS nown that when Theorem 2.1 is applied to the case C = D and F = S, it yields the following extension of [I, Theorem 31. We include a proof for completeness. THEOREM 3.1. Let E be a reflexive Banach space with a uniformly GBteaux ctferentiable norm, and C a closed convex subset of E. Zf S is a semigroup on C, then the domain of its strong generator is dense in C.
Proof.
For positive T, let T = tn, + at where n, is an integer and 0 < at < t. For 1 < K < n, , we have ) S(Rt) yt -yt / < ( S((K -1)t) yt~~~~~YtI+l~~~~--I)~~Yt-Ytl,oYt--S(~)YtI+I~((~--)~)yt-ytI = (t/h) 1 yt -x / + / S((K -I)t) yt -yt 1. Summing, we obtain I S(T -q) ytyt / < (T/A) jyi -x 1, so that 1 S(T) JAx -J+ J < (1 Jnx -x i/X)T. This means that s(t) Lx is Lipschitzian, hence differentiable almost everywhere. Given x E C and E > 0, we first find h such that / J,,x -x / < ~12, and then a small enough t, such that s(t) J,,x is differentiable at t,, and ] s(t,) JnxJAx ] < 42. We obtain I A'(t,) Jnx -x / < E and s(t,) Jnx E D(A,).
We also note that --A, generates S via the initial-value problem u'(t) + A,u(t) = 0, u(0) = x, x E D(A,).
Recall that JA is the resolvent (on D) of the accretive set A C E x E defined by A = go l[JAX, x-AJAf]:XtDj. 3.2. Let E be a reflexive Banach space with a unz~ormly Gdteaux dtjferentiable norm, and F(t): E -+ E, 0 < t < co, a continuous family of nonexpansive mappings with F(0) = I. Assume that lim,,, F(t/n)"x = S(t)x exists for each x E E uniformly MZ compact t intervals, and let the (exponential) generator of S be dejined by (3.1). Then A is an extension of F, .
We remark in passing that if both E and E* have is a nonexpansiz*e retract of E, --A generates a semigroup S on C (zlia the exponential .formula), and the strong (negative) generator of S is AO.
(b) !f C is a nonexpansive retract of E and S is a semigroup on C, then there is a unique m-accretive A C E x E such tlrat --A generates S (via thr e.yponential formula), cl(D(,4)) =-C, and A0 is the strong (negative) generator qf 5'. Proof.
If E* has a Frechet differentiable norm and A C E x E is maccretive, then the proof on p. 382 of [7] shows that cl(D (A)) is convex (cf. is not assumed to be compact for all K > 0.
We continue with the observation that the inequality (2.4) and Theorem 2.1 lead to an extension of Konishi's [28] characterization of compact semigroups to certain Banach spaces. In this case, however, a different argument [6] shows that this characterization is valid in all Banach spaces. On the other hand, we do not know if outside Hilbert space the convergence of a sequence of semigroups implies the convergence of the resolvents of their generators.
Let E be reflexive, A C E x E an m-accretive set with a zero, g: [O, co) + [0, 00) a nonincreasing function of class Cl such that J"6 g(t) dt =: CQ and lim,,,g(t) = 0, x E E, x,, E D(A), and U: [0, 03) -+ E the strong solution of the initial-value problem u'(t) + .W) + g(t) u(t) 3 g(t)s,
It is known that under certain conditions, the strong lim,,, u(t) exists and belongs to AmlO. This leads to a doubly iterative procedure for constructing zeros of A [39]. Here we wish to point out that if E is separable and has a uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm, then the method of proof of Theorem 2.1 yields the existence of lim,,, u(t) for A -z 1 -P where P: E + f' is a nonexpansive retraction onto a closed subset C of E.
To see this, let x, = u(tn) with t, --t co. By Lemma 1 .I, there is a subsequence of (~~1, which we continue to denote by {.A+,:, such that j'(z) lim ' x n-tr, I 11 -z / exists for all z E E. Since Ax, -+ 0, f(z) attains its minimum over Eat a point u E C. By Lemma 1. is a nonexpansive retraction, and let f~ E equal 1 for all 0 < .z < 1. Since Pf(0) = 0, there is 0 < x0 < 1 such that Pf(x,) < 1.
Let g E cl(D(A))
satisfy g(xO) = 2 and 0 < g(x) < 2 for 0 < s & 
